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Two Views on the Death PenaltyTwo Views on the Death Penalty

••Morality: Morality: 
••1)  State Killing is Wrong1)  State Killing is Wrong
••2)  Eye2)  Eye--forfor--anan--eyeeye
••(Most Americans support #2)(Most Americans support #2)
••Religious, moral nature of this debateReligious, moral nature of this debate

••InnocenceInnocence
••The system is not perfect and can make The system is not perfect and can make 
mistakes.  Innocents may be killed.mistakes.  Innocents may be killed.



A Government Program Run by A Government Program Run by 
Bureaucrats, Prone to CostBureaucrats, Prone to Cost--

Overruns, Inefficiencies, and Overruns, Inefficiencies, and 
MistakesMistakes

--Peter Loge on the Death PenaltyPeter Loge on the Death Penalty



The Discovery of InnocenceThe Discovery of Innocence

••Exonerations have been consistent, a few every Exonerations have been consistent, a few every 
year since 1976.year since 1976.
••Innocence Project, Justice Project, work of Innocence Project, Justice Project, work of 
advocates such as Barry Scheck, Larry Marshall, advocates such as Barry Scheck, Larry Marshall, 
and Richard Dieter have illustrated serious flaws.and Richard Dieter have illustrated serious flaws.
••These were probably always there.These were probably always there.
••Public attention never focused on them.Public attention never focused on them.
••This This ““discovery of innocencediscovery of innocence”” may put an end to may put an end to 
the Death Penalty.the Death Penalty.
••It has already had a huge impact.It has already had a huge impact.



Key Elements of the Two ArgumentsKey Elements of the Two Arguments

••Morality:Morality:
••Very convincing to those who already agreeVery convincing to those who already agree
••Completely unconvincing to those who disagree.Completely unconvincing to those who disagree.

••Cognitive dissonance: ignore challenging evidenceCognitive dissonance: ignore challenging evidence
••Reinforces the idea that morality is the correct way of thinkingReinforces the idea that morality is the correct way of thinking of it.of it.

••CounterCounter--productive as a conversion strategy.  productive as a conversion strategy.  
••Good for mobilization of those already on your side, however.Good for mobilization of those already on your side, however.

••Innocence:Innocence:
••No challenge to preNo challenge to pre--existing moral views.existing moral views.
••Shifts the debate away from the dimension of morality.Shifts the debate away from the dimension of morality.
••Many are willing to admit that bureaucracies make errors.Many are willing to admit that bureaucracies make errors.
••This causes no cognitive dissonance.This causes no cognitive dissonance.
••DNA evidence is extremely convincing.DNA evidence is extremely convincing.
••Low trust in government enhances acceptance of this view.Low trust in government enhances acceptance of this view.
••A much more effective argument.A much more effective argument.



Research ApproachResearch Approach
••Media codingMedia coding

••Document the rise and power of the innocence frame Document the rise and power of the innocence frame 
compared to previous framescompared to previous frames

••Experiments on individuals to assess reaction to Experiments on individuals to assess reaction to 
morality v. innocence argumentmorality v. innocence argument
••Predict number of death sentences over timePredict number of death sentences over time

••Include media codingInclude media coding
••HomicidesHomicides
••Other control variablesOther control variables

••Show that the media coding has had independent impactShow that the media coding has had independent impact
••Public opinion modeling in progressPublic opinion modeling in progress



New York Times CodingNew York Times Coding

••Every article since 1960Every article since 1960

••Almost 4,000 articlesAlmost 4,000 articles

••Exhaustive list of 67 argumentsExhaustive list of 67 arguments

••Count attention to each argument over timeCount attention to each argument over time

••Dynamic Factor Analysis: shows rise of new issuesDynamic Factor Analysis: shows rise of new issues





Major Dimensions of Death Major Dimensions of Death 
Penalty DebatePenalty Debate

EfficacyEfficacy-- Does the punishment serve a functional purpose?Does the punishment serve a functional purpose?
MoralMoral-- Should we use the death penalty at all?Should we use the death penalty at all?
FairnessFairness-- Is the capital punishment process fair?Is the capital punishment process fair?
Constitutionality/JudiciaryConstitutionality/Judiciary-- Is the penalty constitutional Is the penalty constitutional 
and how much power do the courts have?and how much power do the courts have?
CostCost-- Is the death penalty costIs the death penalty cost--effective?effective?
Mode of ExecutionMode of Execution-- Which modes of execution should be Which modes of execution should be 
permitted?permitted?
InternationalInternational-- We should consider the many complaints We should consider the many complaints 
from abroad regarding our death penalty systemfrom abroad regarding our death penalty system



Total Number of Total Number of NYT NYT Articles, 1960Articles, 1960––2003 2003 
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The The ““Net ToneNet Tone”” of NYT Coverage, 1960of NYT Coverage, 1960––20032003
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The Rise of the The Rise of the ““InnocenceInnocence”” FrameFrame
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Conclusions from Conclusions from NYTNYT analysisanalysis

Innocence frame is the single most powerful Innocence frame is the single most powerful 
media frame in historymedia frame in history
It equals the constitutionality focus of the 1960s It equals the constitutionality focus of the 1960s 
and 1970sand 1970s
It surpasses that frame in amount of coverageIt surpasses that frame in amount of coverage
It brings together previously existing arguments, It brings together previously existing arguments, 
such as the racial disparity argument, but puts it such as the racial disparity argument, but puts it 
in a new contextin a new context
Most important: How people respond to itMost important: How people respond to it……



An Experiment on the Death Penalty An Experiment on the Death Penalty 
(Don(Don’’t worry: not that kind of experiment)t worry: not that kind of experiment)

184 students184 students
Newspaper storiesNewspaper stories

State legislative debate about capital punishmentState legislative debate about capital punishment
ProPro--DP Morality FocusDP Morality Focus
AntiAnti--DP Morality FocusDP Morality Focus
AntiAnti--DP Innocence FocusDP Innocence Focus
Control GroupControl Group

How do subjects explain their opinions?How do subjects explain their opinions?
First 3 justifications: Do people incorporate or counterFirst 3 justifications: Do people incorporate or counter--argue argue 
against information provided, when that information against information provided, when that information 
challenges or reinforces their existing beliefs?challenges or reinforces their existing beliefs?



Cognitive Response to Morality and Cognitive Response to Morality and 
Innocence ArgumentsInnocence Arguments
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Experiment Results Suggestive:Experiment Results Suggestive:

People accept arguments that reinforce their opinions: People accept arguments that reinforce their opinions: 
No surprise there.No surprise there.
Among those who disagree, however:Among those who disagree, however:

Moral argument has almost no impact: very few accept itMoral argument has almost no impact: very few accept it
Greater openness to the innocence argumentGreater openness to the innocence argument
Lower cognitive dissonanceLower cognitive dissonance
No admission that oneNo admission that one’’s moral code is wrongs moral code is wrong

One exposure does not change opinionsOne exposure does not change opinions
However, people seem more likely to incorporate these However, people seem more likely to incorporate these 
arguments into their thinkingarguments into their thinking
(These results are suggestive, not conclusive.)(These results are suggestive, not conclusive.)



Part Three: Predicting Death Part Three: Predicting Death 
Sentences over TimeSentences over Time

Framing has occurredFraming has occurred
Experiments suggest people are affected by itExperiments suggest people are affected by it
Has it had an impact on public policy outcomes?Has it had an impact on public policy outcomes?

Can we predict the future?Can we predict the future?
Can we assess the impact of framing on the Can we assess the impact of framing on the 
current situation?current situation?



Death Sentences, Death Row, and ExecutionsDeath Sentences, Death Row, and Executions
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Can we predict the number of Death Can we predict the number of Death 
Sentences per year?Sentences per year?

(And, if so, does framing matter?)(And, if so, does framing matter?)

Statistical controls for relevant factorsStatistical controls for relevant factors

We care about the Net Tone of the NYT: Does this We care about the Net Tone of the NYT: Does this 
affect sentencing rates?affect sentencing rates?

Other variables make it very hard to find effects, but Other variables make it very hard to find effects, but 
are important controlsare important controls

Results show impact of each variable, Results show impact of each variable, holding constantholding constant
the effects of the other factors includedthe effects of the other factors included



Our ModelOur Model

Death Sentences are a function of:Death Sentences are a function of:

Number of death sentences last yearNumber of death sentences last year
HomicidesHomicides
Number of states using the death penaltyNumber of states using the death penalty
Moratorium begins (1972Moratorium begins (1972--73)73)
Moratorium about to end (1974Moratorium about to end (1974--76)76)
Net Tone, from Net Tone, from New York TimesNew York Times data shown earlierdata shown earlier

Mathematical Constant termMathematical Constant term



Results:Results:
Death sentences = Death sentences = 
15.169 +15.169 +
0.585 x (Death sentences the previous year) +0.585 x (Death sentences the previous year) +
3.0 x (Homicides in the current year, in thousands) +3.0 x (Homicides in the current year, in thousands) +
1.699 x (Number of states using the death penalty) +1.699 x (Number of states using the death penalty) +
--82.665 x (Moratorium begins 82.665 x (Moratorium begins –– 1 for 1972, 1973) +1 for 1972, 1973) +
52.073 x (State reinstatements 52.073 x (State reinstatements –– 1 for 1974, 5, 6) +1 for 1974, 5, 6) +
0.720 x (Net Tone from 0.720 x (Net Tone from New York TimesNew York Times))

Explains 88 percent of the variationExplains 88 percent of the variation



Does This Really Work???  You Does This Really Work???  You betchabetcha..
Actual and Predicted number of Death Penalty Actual and Predicted number of Death Penalty 

Sentences Per year, 1960Sentences Per year, 1960--20032003
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Reminder:  The Net Tone of Reminder:  The Net Tone of 
New York TimesNew York Times Coverage 1960Coverage 1960--20032003
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Homicides: decline from 24,500 in 1993 to Homicides: decline from 24,500 in 1993 to 
15,500 in 200015,500 in 2000
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Net Effects of FramingNet Effects of Framing
Predicted effects on numbers of death sentences Predicted effects on numbers of death sentences 

(controlling for other relevant factors)(controlling for other relevant factors)

HomicidesHomicides decline by 9,000 from 1993 to 2000decline by 9,000 from 1993 to 2000
x 3.0 = x 3.0 = decline of 27 death sentencesdecline of 27 death sentences

Media toneMedia tone declines by 140 points from 1993 to 2000declines by 140 points from 1993 to 2000
x 0.720 = x 0.720 = decline of 100 death sentencesdecline of 100 death sentences

This stuff makes a difference!This stuff makes a difference!



Public OpinionPublic Opinion
270 surveys270 surveys
65 different question wordings65 different question wordings
Most common question used 39 timesMost common question used 39 times
Mathematical formula written by Prof. Jim Mathematical formula written by Prof. Jim StimsonStimson
of UNC Chapel Hill.  of UNC Chapel Hill.  
Compares Compares trendstrends in in identical identical question wordings and question wordings and 
combines all the available data to produce a combines all the available data to produce a singlesingle
trendtrend reflecting the direction of movement in public reflecting the direction of movement in public 
opinion based on opinion based on all the available survey evidenceall the available survey evidence..



A Composite of Public Opinion
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Net Pro-Death Penalty Attitudes
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A Similar Trend:A Similar Trend:
Up Up upup upup from 1976 to 1993; then down from 1976 to 1993; then down 

Public Opinion and Sentencing Rates
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The MidThe Mid--1990s are a key turning point1990s are a key turning point

•• From 1976 to ~ 1995:From 1976 to ~ 1995:
•• Rising homicide ratesRising homicide rates
•• Increasing media coverage favorable to the DPIncreasing media coverage favorable to the DP
•• Increasing concern with crime generallyIncreasing concern with crime generally
•• Increasing public support for the DPIncreasing public support for the DP

•• From ~ 1995 to present:From ~ 1995 to present:
•• Lower homicide ratesLower homicide rates
•• Increasing concern with execution of the innocentIncreasing concern with execution of the innocent
•• Dramatic changes in both sentencing and opinionDramatic changes in both sentencing and opinion



What caused these shifts?What caused these shifts?
•• The nature of public discourse is more important The nature of public discourse is more important 

than declining homicide ratesthan declining homicide rates
•• Not just media coverage per seNot just media coverage per se

•• Rather, a shift in the Rather, a shift in the focusfocus of coverageof coverage
•• Movement away from the traditional moral frameMovement away from the traditional moral frame
•• Result of strategic efforts by legal scholars, campaigners, Result of strategic efforts by legal scholars, campaigners, 

many of whom are here at this conference. many of whom are here at this conference. 

•• The Innocence FrameThe Innocence Frame
•• Unprecedented in scope of coverageUnprecedented in scope of coverage
•• Does not challenge preDoes not challenge pre--existing moral beliefsexisting moral beliefs
•• May lead to an end of capital punishment in AmericaMay lead to an end of capital punishment in America



Concluding ThoughtsConcluding Thoughts
•• US public opinion US public opinion notnot moving on the moral issuemoving on the moral issue
•• Like it or not, most Americans support the idea, in Like it or not, most Americans support the idea, in 

theory.  This is based on their moral views, and theory.  This is based on their moral views, and 
those are hard to change.those are hard to change.

•• But this is But this is not a theoretical issuenot a theoretical issue. . 
•• In real courtrooms, with real jurors presented with In real courtrooms, with real jurors presented with 

real evidence about real people and with the chance real evidence about real people and with the chance 
to make real big mistakes, flaws in the system matter.to make real big mistakes, flaws in the system matter.

•• Everyone can understand that, and it challenges no Everyone can understand that, and it challenges no 
oneone’’s moral code.  Its moral code.  It’’s an argument that works.s an argument that works.

•• It has already saved a lot of lives.It has already saved a lot of lives.
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